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ABSTRACT

This Research is about The Influence of Dividend Policies and Interim Financial Statements on Share Prices in Colombo stock exchange in Sri Lanka. Where presentation of Milanka companies was analyzed systematically.

The objective of this research is to identify whether there is a relationship between Dividend policy and share price, relationship between Interim financial statements (Profit & Loss) and share price. Today stock market is fluctuated daily by many factors, which affect stock by external and internal variables such as political changes, inflation rate changes, market interest rate changes and so on affect the whole companies, but here mentioned of internal factor that dividend policy and interim financial statements of Milanka companies. Gathered data through the event study was analyzed using SPSS & Minitab packages to find the relationship between quarterly profit & Quarterly share prices of individual companies.

I am submitting this report with confident that, this analysis would be the fundamental for the dividend policy and interim financial statement gives knowledge about the dividend policy and interim financial statement of milanka company.